Cavaliers Close 1967 Basketball

The Highland Cavaliers (or Big Red as they were affectionately known) closed out their basketball season with a 70-38 victory over the visiting University of Virginia at the Convocation Center. The win clinched the Southern Intercollegiate Conference title, and the team now only needs to win one more game to qualify for the NCAA tournament.

Movie Scheduled

An "Ifllense, an original and gentle picture has been acclaimed in France as "a true light. The team had only eleven players, Gary Owens and Gary Tickles--two members of the team--graduating. Tickles and Larry Hall contribute much to the ball games and are hoping for a much better season next year.

CVC Dean's List Announced

Sixty students at CVC have been added to the Dean's List of distinction during the current semester. The list consists of 335 students.

WANT ADS

1. Qualified policeman to take care of the parking situation.
2. An impartial judge and jury to handle parking violations.
3. Adequate, designated parking areas.
5. A walking ramp.
6. Donations of socks to sockless.
7. A call for lighted mall to collect bottles, cups and glasses left on the tables by inconsiderate students.
8. A call for lighter weekly drinks.

Are You A Sinner?

You, the great sinners of CVC College, have been watching and waiting, you have a right in your mind about your good behavior. There is a possibility that you have been wrong about your good behavior. If you have been wrong about your good behavior, you may be in the presence of a sin.

CVC Student Gets Promotion

Montgomery, Ala.--Robert Robin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robin, was promoted to sergeant in the U.S. Army. The promotion will be effective in April.

Homecoming Show Held Mar. 10

Show Held Mar. 10
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Dear Carrol:

letters has aroused some aid.
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Pleas Home Improvement

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHINGS
Coeburn, Virginia

GILLEY'S FEED & PRO. HARDWARE
Big Stone Gap, Virginia Phone 320-6032

COHEN'S DEPT. STORE

Notorn, Virginia

COHEN'S DEPT. STORE

Notorn, Virginia

IMPRO

IN Popularity it doesn't fall. Our bank is carpeted from wall to wall. We've talked that will sometimes come on call. Where doctors are unperceived, we plan construction. For reasons, just as general, can be derived from tradition. We have the best of care for any Ill. A beacon bright for health upon the hill. No need for sufferers' feeling apprehensive. Their treatment normal, normally expensive. Though front has nipped our spikes in the bud. And stripping keeps our streams supplied with mud. The snowy service soon will be in bloom. Trailing in dogwood follow virtuous glooms. So let us praise and ponder what is good. Last we do just as babies in the wood, Let us admit the obviously wrong.-But right in right; our right is to belong, L.W.

Dear Editor:

We feel that the complaints attacking the parking situation are unfair. Therefore, we, some of the commuting students, offer this letter in appreciation for the many advantages and conveniences that Clinch Valley College offers to us. Some of the complaints are confronted with the problem of inadequate parking space but not Clinch Valley. As we the commuting students are very well aware, there is no difficulty in finding a place to park. The parking plates are numerous and there are big neon signs with a flashing caption "PARK HERE"! After we have parked, "If marriage lips" does it to let our cars be taken off. Whenever we leave our cars we are thankful that the walk to the building is always to the top. In comparison to other colleges we the students never have to bother with wearing boots and galoshes. We enter the buildings with our cases always well shined. Some colleges have gravelled walks and parking areas which
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